
[Intro: The following image descriptions are of Audain gallery during Lawrence Abu Hamdan’s
exhibit For the Otherwise Unaccounted. The first two are of the two projector screens displaying
Abu Hamdan’s Once Removed. The latter five are different angles of Abu Hamdan’s text and
vinyl work For the Otherwise Unaccounted, installed in the Hastings Street window.]

[Image description 1: A dark room is slightly illuminated by videos projected on two hanging
screens that are staggered to the left and right. On the right screen Bassel Abi Chahine’s
silhouette faces the poster of a person from the shoulders up. The figure smiles hesitantly. He
has short wavy hair, a thick brown beard, and an army uniform. The left screen shows an image
of a projection screen hanging in a similarly dark room. Displayed on this screen is an image of
a photograph with four figures posing in different positions, displaying firearms.]



[Image description 2: The screens hang in the same position, displaying one of the first few
frames of Once Removed. The focus is on the right screen where Abi Chahine and Abu
Hamdan’s silhouettes face each other in front of a blue background. The left screen shows a
hanging projection screen, its surface illuminated with the same blue background.]



[Image description 3: An obstructed view of the bright Audain gallery windows from across the
street. Text panels sit upon light green shelves inside the gallery. Some of the red vinyl
birthmarks can be seen on the window surface. A thick tree trunk and streetlight partially block
the windows. Above the windows a black overhang reads “GOLDCORP.”]



[Image description 4: An off-white paper is placed at the center of a slanted, light-green shelf.
The glass window of the gallery hosts two groups of small red abstract circular birthmarks. They
appear near the top of the image on opposite ends. The first group on the left are two circular
dots so close they almost overlap. They are a deep red. The other three birthmarks are larger,
translucent, and take up more abstract circular shapes.]



[Image description 5: From an angle inside the gallery, there are three long, slanted shelves
mounted along a white wall. Displayed in the centre of each shelf is an off-white paper with text
on it.]



[Image description 6: This image, in portrait-orientation, is of a text-filled paper on a light green
shelf behind a glass window. On the glass is a large red vinyl print in the shape of an outline of
an oblong circle. The outline of the circle gets inconsistently thicker near the bottom. The depth
of its colour fades in and out along the sides.]



[Image description 7: A close up of an off-white paper filled with columns of small text centers on
a green background. The columns dictate the subjects, their past lives, birthmark locations,
evidence, and comments.]


